We consider lattice Hamiltonians that arise from putting Haldane pseudo-potentials into a second quantized or "guiding-center-only" form. These are fascinating examples for frustration free lattice Hamiltonians. This is so since even though their highest density zero energy ground states, the Laughlin states, are known to have matrix-product structure (with unbounded bond dimension), the frustration free character of these lattice Hamiltonians seems obscure, unless one goes back to the original first quantized picture of analytic lowest Landau level wave functions. This step involves putting back additional degrees of freedom associated with dynamical momenta, and one wonders whether the addition of these degrees of freedom is truly necessary to recognize the frustration free character of the underlying lattice Hamiltonian. Fundamentally, these degrees of freedom have nothing to do with spectrum of a "guiding-center-only" Hamiltonian. Moreover, such constructions are unfamiliar and not available in the study of simpler (finite range) frustration free lattice Hamiltonians with matrix product ground states (of finite bond dimension). That the zero mode properties of "lattice versions" of pseudo-potentials can be understood from a polynomial-free, intrinsically lattice point of view is also suggested by the fact that these pseudo-potentials are constructed from an algebra of reasonably simply looking operators. Here we show that zero mode properties, and hence the frustration free character, of these lattice Hamitlonians can be understood as a consequence of algebraic structures that these operators are part of. We believe that our results will deepen insights into parent Hamiltonians of matrix product states with infinite bond dimensions, as could be of use, especially, in the study of fractional Chern insulators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exactly solvable models of quantum mechanical systems serve to corroborate many of the most fundamental paradigms for the behavior of quantum matter. While more often than not, one is interested in the behavior of systems that are far from solvable, powerful effective theories often flow from a deep understanding of few isolated special Hamiltonians whose key properties are known exactly. Similarly, while no exact solutions can be given for the electronic wave functions of any atom save the simplest, hydrogen, a great wealth of atomic physics, quantum chemistry, and solid state physics is fundamentally built upon the latter. In the most fortunate cases, the solutions of such special Hamiltonians can be obtained in a variety of different approaches, each revealing intricate underlying mathematical structures that may be useful in many contexts beyond the scope of the original problem. Already in his original work, 1 Schrödinger gave both the analytical wave function solution to the harmonic oscillator, rooted in the wealth of knowledge on differential equations and special functions inherited from the 19th century, as well as an algebraic construction. It was the latter that has deeply influenced the development of many-body physics and quantum field theory. A little later, Pauli introduced a more algebraic approach for the hydrogen atom, emphasizing the role of the symmetry that is associated to the conservation of the Lenz vector. 2 Since the very early days, it has been a characteristic of quantum theory that we may often choose between a language of analytic wave functions satisfying differential wave equations and, more generally, an algebraic description, where the fundamental object is the C * -algebra of observables. This dichotomy is apparent already in the different pictures of quantum physics associated to the names of Schrödinger and Heisenberg.
A particular niche of quantum many-body physics is defined by the description of fractional quantum Hall states and their rich phenomenology. Special Hamiltonians in the sense described above have played an important role in this field since Haldane pointed out 3 that Laughlin states are the exact ground states of certain pseudo-potentials, and shortly thereafter, the potential relevant to the ν = 1/3 state was characterized as a Landau level projected ultra-short-ranged interaction by Trugman and Kivelson. 4 Unlike in other related fields, however, the main focus has been on the construction of first quantized wave functions as pioneered by Laughlin, that are written down quite independent of any Hamiltonian principles and are either required to satisfy certain analytic "clustering properties", [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and/or are obtained from a given conformal edge theory. 6 In the most fortunate cases, including Laughlin, 5 Moore-Read, 6 ReadRezayi, 7 and the Gaffnian state, 13 the aforementioned analytic properties also lend themselves to the construction of suitable parent Hamiltonians. E.g., in the aforementioned case of the ν = 1/3 Laughlin state, it is the characteristic property of the wave function to vanish as the third power of inter-particle distance, whenever two particles are approaching one-another, that allows for the construction of a local parent Hamiltonian. Since their construction is based on analytic many-particle wave functions, these Hamiltonians are usually defined in a first quantized Language. For example, the Hamiltonian
where i and j are particle indices, and P m ij projects the pair of particles with indices i and j onto states with relative angular momentum m. Generalizations of this construction exist, e.g., for the Moore-Read state, 14 the Read-Rezayi series, 7 and for the Gaffnian. 13 In all these cases, one obtains positive Hamiltonians, whose zero energy ground states (zero modes) must satisfy certain analytic clustering conditions, and are given by the special wave functions defining "incompressible" ground states for the respective quantum Hall phase, as well as quasi-hole type excitations. The counting statistics of the latter are fundamentally related to conformal edge theories.
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In this paper, we discuss and further develop an alternative -algebraic -route to the construction of zero modes of the Hamiltonian Eq. (1), which does not make direct contact with the analytic clustering properties of first quantized wave functions. We believe that this Hamiltonian is of such fundamental interest that the exploration of its inner workings through a different framework will shine new light on the deep mathematical structures underlying fractional quantum Hall states, and may ultimately lend itself to the construction of new parent Hamiltonians. To make the problem concrete, we note that Landau level projection was left implicit in Eq. (1), but is routinely enforced. The effect of Landau level projection is to fix the degrees of freedom of the system associated with dynamical momenta, which determine the structure of a given Landau level. This leaves as the effective degrees of freedom the guiding center coordinates, and leads to the usual representation of the Hilbert space as a one-dimensional (1D) "lattice". The orbitals associated to this lattice are Landau level states with guiding center coordinates characterized by a single integer, angular momentum-like quantum number. It makes sense to write out the Hamiltonian (1) in second quantized form, making explicit the dynamics in this guiding center orbital occupation number basis:
where
Here, the sum over R is over both integer and half-odd integer values of the "center of mass" of a pair of particles destroyed by Q m R . The sum over x is over integer (halfodd-integer) when R is integer (half-odd-integer). The form factors η m R,x depend on the geometry, which shall be the disk, sphere, or cylinder geometry for the purpose of this paper. Traditionally, the form (2) for the Haldane pseudo-potentials (and its generalizations for n-body interactions) has been given preference mostly for numerical work, as it makes Landau level projection and thus the dimensional reduction of the Hilbert space explicit. Today, however, there is additional motivation to be interested in Hamiltonians of the form given by Eq. (2). The idea of using the second quantized form of quantum Hall type Hamiltonians to generate frustration free lattice models for exotic electronic states in solids has been advocated by Lee 
There has been much interest in general properties of such frustration free lattice models recently, in both 1D and in higher dimensions, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] especially, in connection with matrix-product like ground states such models may have. In particular, for the cylinder and torus geometries, the operators Q m R are related by lattice translations. Hence for these geometries in particular, the model has much in common with other frustration free 1D lattice models that arise in solid state, e.g. magnetic, context. However, the models of the form (2) are arguably harder to study. For frustration free models, the problem is to find the common ground state of all the local terms entering the full Hamiltonian, while the individual ground state space of one such local term is typically easy to characterize. For Eq. (2), already finding the ground state subspace of one operator Q m R † Q m R is a highly non trivial task, owing to the exponentially decaying but nonlocal character of each such term. This problem was solved in Ref. 51 , for a general class of models of this type, by making contact with the integrable structure of the hyperbolic Richardson-Gaudin model. Here, however, the focus will be entirely on finding zero modes of the full Hamiltonian (2) .
For the reasons given above, we'd like to have strategies to treat Hamiltonians that are given in the form (2), detached from the context of Landau levels and the analytic structure of their first quantized wave functions. To the best of our knowledge, such strategies are currently lacking, despite the recently appreciated matrix product structure of the (Laughlin) ground states of Eq. (1).
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We will restrict ourselves to the case where the coefficients η m R,x correspond to Haldane pseudo-potentials in the disk, sphere, or cylinder geometry. Then by construction, the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) is frustration free, i.e., there are states satisfying the zero mode condition Eq. (14) . The question we wish to answer is how this fact can be understood in terms of algebraic properties of the operators Q m R , Q m R † . This is indeed far from obvious. For the model at hand, we could of course "go back" by making connection with the language of first quantized analytic Landau level wave functions. However, this would certainly preclude an understanding of the zero mode property in a manner that is more intrinsic to the second quantized form in which the model is presented in Eq. (2). Moreover, this approach would also require a large amount of ingenuity if we did not already know how to re-cast the model in its original first-quantized form. Indeed, in going from analytic wave functions to the second quantized "lattice" description, information has been dropped about the dynamical momenta that determine the structure of a Landau level. As discussed initially, after Landau level projection one is working in a Hilbert space H ω that is "guiding center only". In contrast, the original analytic wave functions live in a larger Hilbert space H, which is isomorphic to H π ⊗ H ω , where H π is associated with the dynamical momenta of the system. (See also Ref. 54 for a recent discussion). It is only when the embedding
which in principle can be done in infinitely many ways, is defined in exactly the right manner that we recover the analytical properties of the Laughlin state that made the model tractable to begin with. 39 Here, we do not wish to "look back" at the larger Hilbert space H, but instead take on the model as given in Eq. (2), and find a way to understand its frustration free character in a manner that is intrinsic to the algebraic properties of the operators Q m R in terms of which it is defined there. It is our hope that this approach will eventually pave the road to an even larger class of frustration free lattice models.
II. ALGEBRAIC TREATMENT OF ZERO MODES A. General properties
In this sub-section only, we will consider the general class of Hamiltonians given by (2), with interaction parameters η m R,x not necessarily identical to those obtained from Haldane pseudo-potentials. For such general Hamiltonians, many useful properties of zero modes are known from Ref. 51 , under the proviso that such zero modes exist, i.e., that the Hamiltonian is frustration free (up to some filling factor). To state these properties, let us first make the mathematical setup more precise. First, we consider the Landau level "lattice" space as half-infinite, as it is natural to the disk geometry or that of a halfinfinite cylinder. That is, orbitals created by the operators c † r are labeled by a non-negative integer r, and we will write all equations with the convention
in mind. We note that the zero modes we consider will generally occupy only a finite range of orbitals, and thus remain zero modes whenever a sufficiently large cutoff in orbital space is introduced, where only orbitals below this cutoff are retained. Thus, while we will not explicitly work with such a cutoff, all of the following is equally relevant to the spherical geometry, where the Hilbert space dimension is generally finite. To this end, we note that each state will be characterized by a particle number N , and a "maximum occupied orbital" r max , where
and we always leave the ψ-dependence of N and r max implicit. We then define the filling factor as
where the −1 in the numerator takes into account the topological shift for Laughlin states. We now introduce f = 0 (f = 1) for bosons (fermions) and assume that (−1) 
where we use the convention
setting to zero all coefficients that act on unphysical orbitals with negative index. Thus, for given R, the matrix M (R) contains the parameters determining the interaction at the D closest distances. Then, under the general condition that for all R = 0, 1 2 , 1 . . . , the matrix M (R) has the maximum rank possible given the constraint (9), the results of Ref. 51 give the following: Theorem 1.a The Hamiltonian (2) has no zero modes with filling factor ν > 1/M . Theorem 1.b If the Hamiltonian (2) has a zero mode at filling factor ν = 1/M , it is unique.
Both of these theorems are direct consequences of the following. We will say that an occupation number eigenstate |{n} = |n 0 , n 1 , . . . satisfies the "M -Pauli principle", in the sense of Ref. 9 , if there is no more than 1 particle in any M consecutive orbitals. We define "inwardsqueezing" operations 9 of the form
where i ≤ j and d > 0. Then, we say that an occupation number eigenstate |{n i } can be obtained from an occupation number eigenstate |{n ′ i } by inward-squeezing if |{n i } can be obtained from |{n ′ i } (up to some normalization and phase) by repeated application of operations of the form (10) (i.e., center-of-mass conserving inward pair hopping processes). We can expand any given state |ψ in occupation number eigenstates:
Then we have the following
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Theorem 1 If |ψ is a zero mode of the Hamiltonian (2), and the corresponding matrices M (R) satisfy the maximum rank criterion defined above, then any basis state |{n i } appearing in (11) with C {ni} = 0 can be obtained from a |{n We may also remark the following trivial observation: Proposition 2 If the Hamiltonian (2) has zero modes at some filling factor ν * and with particle number N > 1, then there are also zero modes at filling factors ν < ν * . This simply follows from the zero mode condition (14) , together with the observation that [Q m R , c r ] = 0. Hence we can always generate new zero modes from old ones by acting with destruction operators c r . In general, however, we may not hope to generate all possible zero modes in this way. For the special case of the Laughlin-state parent Hamiltonians only, a more complete prescription using second quantization was given in Ref. 51 , where it was noted that certain particle number conserving operators generate new zero modes at higher r max when acting on a given zero mode |ψ . 69 A variant of these operators will be defined below.
It is worth emphasizing again that while all facts stated in this section are known for the Laughlin-state parent Hamiltonians from first quantized wave function considerations 70 and known squeezing properties of "special" wave functions such as Laughlin states, 56 all of the above was shown in Ref. 51 for zero modes of the more general class of Hamiltonians (2), under the general maximum rank condition stated above. This maximum rank condition is easily adapted to other generalized Pauli principles and n-body operators. None of this makes use of analytic clustering properties (which are in fact not necessary, as, e.g., demonstrated by the examples given in Refs. 71). Given the above, it seems that most known facts about Laughlin-state parent Hamiltonians are already within reach of a purely algebraic, or secondquantized derivation. There is, however, a key ingredient thus far missing: Namely, the fact that there exists, to begin with, a zero mode at the special "incompressible" filling factor 
Formally, this corresponds to working with zero modes in the cylinder geometry in the limit where the cylinder radius goes to infinity. The zero modes in the disk geometry, that of any cylinder of finite thickness, or the sphere are in one-to-one correspondence with the zero modes obtained in this way, 72 where for the sphere, an upper cutoff in r max must be introduced. We also work with a lower cutoff in orbital space, corresponding to a half-infinite geometry, imposed by the condition (5). This condition will always be left understood in the following. We note that for a general cylinder with radius R y ≡ 1/κ, the coefficient η m x corresponding to the mth Haldane pseudo-potential is given by:
where N m is a normalization factor, and H m is the mth Hermite polynomial. The simple limiting form (12) is justified by first taking linear combinations in m of the Q m R at finite κ such that the polynomials in (13) are replaced by monomials, and then taking the limit κ → 0. We note that forming such linearly independent new linear combinations does not affect the common null space of the operators Q m R . As explained in the preceding paragraph, we now focus on the question of the existence of a zero mode at filling factor ν = 
Here, the subscript N stands for an N -particle state with r max = M (N − 1), whose existence we will prove inductively. We also introduce the "angular momentum" operator
and anticipate that |ψ N will be an L-eigenstate with eigenvalue L = We seek a recursive definition for |ψ N for which we can prove the zero mode property inductively. Our general strategy will be the following. We start with the trivial identity
We have observed above already that if |ψ N is an Nparticle zero mode, then c r |ψ N is a zero mode with N −1 particles. As such, it can be generated from the N −1 particle incompressible Laughlin state at ν = 1 M through the application of an appropriate particle number conserving operator that creates zero energy edge excitations. We thus conjecture that there is a well-defined operator P ℓ , creating an edge excitation that increases the angular moment L by ℓ units while conserving particle number, such that c r |ψ N = P M(N −1)−r |ψ N −1 (17) holds. Here, we have used the fact that the incompressible Laughlin state at filling factor 1 M has L-eigenvalue . This leads to a recursive definition of the N -particle Laughlin state in terms of the N − 1-particle Laughlin state:
The strategy will hence be to identify the precise form of the operator P ℓ , and prove inductively that indeed Eq. (18) defines an N -particle zero mode at filling factor 1/M , as long as |ψ N −1 has the same property for N − 1 particles. We note that the strategy given here is quite general, and the same logic would in principle lead to a recursive expression similar to Eq. (18) for other types of quantum Hall states. We focus on the case of the Laughlin state here. In this special case, the relation (18) we seek turns out to be a second quantized rendering of Read's recursive formula for the Laughlin state using the "string order parameter". 73 The relation of our formalism to the string order parameter will be explored by work in parallel, 74 and will not be elaborated further in the following.
C. The generators of edge excitations and relevant commutation relations
As motivated above, we are interested in particle number conserving operators that generate new zero modes when acting on given zero modes. We will think of such operators as generators of (zero energy) edge excitations.
Consider the operators
where the operators c r , c † r satisfy standard bosonic (fermionic) commutation (anticommutation) relations for M even (odd), and we fix an integer M > 1 here and in the following. We also define e 0 = 1 and e n = 0 for n < 0. These operators conserve particle number, and have the property that if |ψ is a zero mode, then so is e n |ψ . This follows since by definition, a zero mode is annihilated by all the operators Q m R , with m and R as in Eq. (14), and we have the commutator
which vanishes on all zero modes. The operators e n are not the same edge mode generators as those defined in Ref. 51 . The relation between the latter and the e n is not of any importance in the following, and will be clarified by work in parallel. 74 In terms of the e n , we now define new operators
The latter are likewise particle number conserving generators of zero modes, since the e n have this property. These operators P ℓ depend on M as seen from the definition, but we leave the dependence implicit. It is also understood that P 0 = 1 and P l = 0 for l < 0. It is furthermore easy to see that P ℓ raises the angular momentum by ℓ. We now define the ν = 
|0 being the vacuum, which also leads to |ψ N =1 = c † 0 |0 . For the time being, we assert that Eq. (17) follows from this definition and from Eq. (21) . It turns out that most technical difficulties can be attributed to the proof of this assertion, which we relegate to Sec. II E. Our key result, namely, that Eq. (18) 
[c r ,
and [e m , e n ] = 0.
Another useful way to write Eq. (25) is
and similarly for Eq. (26).
D. Proof of zero mode property of |ψN
We proceed by showing that given all of the above, and assuming Eq. (17) to be true for now, it follows that Eqs. (18), (22) define a non-vanishing zero mode at the "incompressible" filling factor 1/M .
To see that Eq. (18) gives a zero mode, we proceed inductively, starting with N = 2:
where the last line follows from Eq. (26) . For positive index, P M−r−k is the sum of products of e operators that have annihilation operators on the right, thus P M−r−k |0 gives zero unless M − r − k = 0. Therefore
It is easy to show that
where the sum in the last line follows from the fact that
Thus
Now assume Q 
We have Q
where we have used Eq. (18) and Eq. (24) to get the second line. The third line uses the fact that P M(N −1)−r |ψ N −1 also satisfies the zero mode condition (33), since P ℓ , being a product of e-operators, generates new zero modes from old ones. The fourth line follows from Eq. (17). Therefore, for N ≥ 3, if |ψ N −1 satisfies the zero mode condition, so will |ψ N . Finally, |ψ N =0 and |ψ N =1 are trivially zero modes. Thus, all |ψ N satisfy the zero mode property (14) . We will still need to demonstrate that |ψ N has filling factor 1/M , and in particular does not vanish for any N . Before doing so in Sec. II F, we attend to the technical heart of the proof, Eq. (17).
E. Expressing electron holes through edge excitations
We note that Eq. (17) expresses an electron hole inserted into an N -particle Laughlin state through a superpositions of general edge excitations created on top of an N − 1 particle Laughlin state. We believe that this relation could prove useful in itself beyond the application given here. We prove Eq. (17) inductively:
For N = 1,
is satisfied for r = 0, and for r = 0 both sides vanish identically. Now for some N > 1, we make the assumption that
The definition of |ψ N , Eq. (18), gives
Employing Eq. (28), the last term of Eq. (36) 1
is found to be
where we split off the last term. We now use the induction assumption, according to which c r−M |ψ N −1 is equal to P M(N −1)−r |ψ N −2 . Therefore the last term of Eq. (38) can be further simplified to read
Here, we may now change the order of P M(N −2)−r ′ and P M(N −1)−r , since they are products of commuting e n 's. Then we can use Eq. (26) to rewrite
where the first term is just N −1 N P M(N −1)−r |ψ N −1 utilizing our induction assumption and the second term can be written as
after we make changes of variables r ′′ = r ′ + i and k = M −i. Eq. (42) is seen to cancel the first term of Eq. (38) after we change the order of two P operators and use once more our induction assumption. Finally we get c r |ψ N = ( 
F. Properties of |ψN
In the above, we have shown that the recursively defined state (18) has the zero mode property for all N . The proof was based solely on the algebraic properties described in Sec. II C. To achieve our initial goal, we must also demonstrate that |ψ N is a non-vanishing Nparticle state at filling factor 1/M .
To this end, we define the "thin cylinder state" |ψ N discussed below Theorem 1 via
where exactly N 1's are separated by sequences of M − 1 zeros. We then assert the following Proposition 3 The state |ψ N defined by Eq. (18) is dominated by the basis state |ψ N with ψ N |ψ N = 0.
Here, the notion of dominance means, as usual, 9, 10 , that all basis states appearing in the expansion (11) can be obtained from |ψ N via inward squeezing operations, as explained following Eq. (10) . The proposition in particular implies all the desired information about |ψ N . It clearly implies that |ψ N is non-zero. It is also easy to see, given the definition (7) , that any state dominated by |ψ N has a filling factor of at most 1/M , and has precisely filling factor 1/M if ψ N |ψ N = 0.
Again, we prove Proposition 3 inductively. For N = 1, the statement is obvious. Assuming that Proposition 3 has been proven for N − 1 with N ≥ 2, we consider |ψ N as defined through Eq. (18) . It is elementary to see from this equation that if |ψ N −1 is dominated by the basis state |ψ N −1 , then |ψ N must have at least filling factor 1/M , i.e., its r max can be at most M (N − 1) . On the other hand, by Theorem 1.a, since we know that |ψ N has the zero mode property, it must have a filling factor of exactly 1/M , so long as it is non-zero. If indeed |ψ N is non-zero, by Theorem 1 its expansion (11) into occupation number eigenstates must then also be dominated by |ψ N , the latter being the only such state that satisfies the M -Pauli principle at filling factor 1/M . Therefore, all that remains to show is that ψ N |ψ N = 0.
By the induction assumption, we may write 44) with Cψ N −1 = 0, and every |n appearing in the sum being dominated by |ψ N −1 . When this is plugged into Eq. (18), one may see that 
We may assume the r j to be in ascending order. |{n i } is obtained from |ψ N −1 through inward squeezing defined in Eq. (10) . The largest index j 0 for which r j differs from M j must then have r j0 < M j 0 . We may now ask if Eq. (46) could make contributions to |ψ N . We can follow the same logic as above, fixing the first index to be mM , and then fixing the k j , starting with j = N − 2 and working our way down. We will always find a contradiction once we reach j 0 , using r j0 < M j 0 .
In all, we find Cψ
, which does not vanish. This completes the argument that ψ N |ψ N = 0.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study a particular class of frustration free lattice Hamiltonians that arises in the fractional quantum Hall effect via Haldane's pseudo-potential formalism. There is a great wealth of knowledge on general properties of frustration free Hamiltonians, which recently was further field by interest in matrix product states. In general, the interrelation between matrix product states on a lattice and their frustration free parent Hamiltonians is well understood. 41 This, however, is arguably different for the class we have studied here, which differs from most examples in the literature in that the interaction is not strictly local. Despite the fact that the matrix product structure of the Laughlin state has recently been appreciated, 52, 53 to the best of our knowledge, the only way to understand the frustration free character of its "lattice" parent Hamiltonians involved going back to first quantization -using a language of analytic wave functions where the "lattice character" is lost, as we reviewed initially. While the first quantized language of polynomial wave functions is powerful and has thus far been a primary driving factor in this field, it is a priori not clear why the inclusion of additional degrees of freedom (dynamical momenta) is necessary to solve the problem of studying the zero modes of the lattice Hamiltonians that, as we did, one may choose to regard as the starting point. Such a point of view is natural and may be of great value especially in the study of parent Hamiltonians for fractional Chern insulators. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] In this work, we have demonstrated that the frustration free character of "lattice", or second quantized, Haldane-type pseudopotential Hamiltonians can be understood directly, without going back to a polynomial language. To this end, we explicitly constructed the 1/M Laughlin state in the lattice basis. This was done by iteratively constructing the N -particle Laughlin state from the N − 1 particle one, in what turned out to be a second quantized form of Read's iterative formula using the order parameter for Laughlin states. 73 We have identified the proper algebra of lattice operators that allows both construction of the Laughlin state and statement of the zero mode condition. Using this algebra alone we have demonstrated that the "lattice" Hamiltonians obtained from first quantized Laughlin state parent Hamiltonians have a (unique) zero mode at the respective highest filling factor 1/M . From this very fact the entire zero mode structure can be derived, also by using only the second quantized algebraic setting used here. 51, 74 We believe that these results deepen our insights into the structure of fractional quantum Hall and Chern insulator type of parent Hamiltonians, as well as frustration free lattice Hamiltonians in general, and in particular, long ranged ones with matrix product ground states of unbounded bond dimension. Their application to other known as well as possibly novel parent Hamiltonians is left as an interesting direction for the future.
